Create your own 3D puzzle game!
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Introduction
Dragon Rescue 3D
Thanks for purchasing Dragon Rescue 3D! Dragon Rescue 3D is a brand new, open source puzzle
game. Games such as these are one of the most popular and best selling genre available for mobile
phones, consoles and pc.
Included in the Dragon Rescue 3D unity package is an entire game including scripts, sound effects
and even a level editor! Everything you need to build your very own puzzle game is at your disposal.
The game can even be compiled to run on mobile phones straight of the box!
The following is a step-by-step guide explaining the game framework, what prefab does, how to use
the level editor and suggestions on how to improve and extend the current game template.

Background Story
Baby dragons from around the land have been imprisoned in the evil wizard's castle. The wizard
plans on using the dragons' magic powers to take over the kingdom. Free the baby dragons by
solving all nine puzzles and rid the kingdom of the evil wizard forever!

Instructions
The game consists of nine levels in total. When the main screen appears you have several options,
as shown in the illustration below. At the bottom left of the screen are options to toggle the sound
on/off as well as exit the game. All 9 levels are available to play at any time. Simply click on one of
coloured buttons in order to play the associated stage.
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Once you have selected a level it will be loaded immediately and you will be presented with the
game screen as shown below. The goal of each level is to save all the dragons trapped in the scene.
In order to do this you must allow each dragon to reach the bottom of the screen.
In order for this to happen the player must remove as many blocks as possible by clicking on them.
Only 2 or more blocks of the same colour that are joined together can be removed. For example,
only the red blocks that form an "L" shape below can be removed from the scene below.

In order to successfully complete a level the player must save all the dragons in the scene and
destroy as many blocks as possible.
As the levels progress they get progressively more challenging. The order in which groups of blocks
are destroyed becomes important and removing blocks in the wrong order may prevent all the
dragons from being saved.

Requirements
The following tutorial assumes the user is already familiar with the basics of the programming
language c# and has basic to intermediate knowledge of the Unity editor and its API.
We highly recommend users become familiar with these tools before continuing.
Requirements for this tutorial:
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*

Unity 4.0 or above (Free or Pro)

*

Basic knowledge of c# and the Unity API
NOTE: There are no other 3rd party packages or assets needed for Dragon Rescue 3D to
run. All the code is written in c# and only the native Unity API is used. Feel free to
implement other 3rd party assets where appropriate.

Back Up Your Work!
It is highly recommended that you back up your existing work on a regular basis. Especially before
updating assets!
Our team strives to maintain and extend all our assets through regular updates and as such, you
should make sure any updates you have made yourself are saved and back up on disk before
downloading and installing the latest version of DragonRescue3D via the asset store.

Template Level Walkthrough
In order to get familiar with the framework let's go through the template level step-by-step and
explore the main game objects in the scene. Let's start by loading LevelTemplate.unity in the root
asset directory as shown below:

Once loaded, you should see an empty level with question marks filling the level grid similar to
below.
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As you can see, the hierarchy to the left of the scene view contains 1 top level parent named
LevelTemplate as well as 5 child objects: Backdrop, BlockGrid, Block Prefabs, CamReferencePnt,
GamePlayCamera and GamePlayManager. Let's go through them now. You'll also notice they are
all prefabs (blue).

LevelTemplate
This object represents the top most parent object in the LevelTemplate prefab. It is tagged as
LevelTemplate so it can be identified by the level editor.

Backdrop
The Backdrop prefab contains everything considered to be part of the background in a level. The
background image, the container surrounding the grid the buttons in the top left of the screen and
the score are all children of the Backdrop object. If you explore the backdrop's child objects you'll
also notice there are scripts attached to certain children.
The Container object has the Container script attached to it. Currently, this script's sole purpose is to
make the object read-only. This is so the container doesn't accidentally get deleted when the level is
being edited.
The Home and Restart buttons have associated scripts that take you back to the main menu at any
time or restart the level.
The ScoreBoard prefab contains a text object that updates and displays the current score.
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BlockGrid
The BlockGrid prefab contains placeholders for each block in the level. Each placeholder child object
is set to be read-only (via the attached script). The level editor is used to attach blocks as children of
the placeholders (we'll look at this is further in the next section).

BlockPrefabs
The BlockPrefabs object contains a script which holds all the block prefabs used to place objects in
the scene. These include coloured blocks, destructible blocks, immovable concrete blocks, and
dragons. The level editor uses this object to determine which prefabs are available to build the level
with.

NOTE: If you wish to exchange the current set of block prefabs or increase the available
ones simply add (drag/drop) your custom prefab blocks into the attached script and they
will become available next time you run the level editor.

CamReferencePnt
The level editor will reset the current scene camera view to the location and rotation of this object
when first loaded. This is so the user doesn’t have to reposition the camera themselves whilst
placing blocks and other game elements.

GamePlayCamera
This is the main camera used during gameplay. There are no other cameras used in the scene at
runtime.

GamePlayManager
The GamePlayManager is the core game object in the scene. It controls the scoreboard, checks to
see if the level has been completed and initialises the scene when the level first gets loaded. You are
encouraged to examine the attached script, GamePlayManager.cs further for more details.

RocketManager
The RocketManager controls the rocket feature in the game. The rocket manager consists of an
activation button (shown below), a slider and the rocket itself which, when activated, slides back and
forth along the bottom of the screen.
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The rocket is fired when the player double-clicks the left mouse button. The rocket is then propelled
upwards, taking out any breakable/coloured blocks in its path. This can be used only once per level
and is most useful when single blocks remain and/or dragons become trapped.

The Level Editor
Dragon Rescue 3D comes with a simple but powerful tool for creating and extending the current set
of levels. In this section we'll be learning how to create a level from scratch and incorporate it into
the game.

Creating Level 10
By default, there are 9 levels that come with the initial package. Let's go through the following steps
to create a 10th level.
Firstly, if you haven't done so already, load the scene LevelTemplate.unity. In order to load the level
editor window select Window -> Dragon Rescue 3D Level Editor as shown below:
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You should then be presented with the level editor window:

NOTE: The level editor requires the LevelTemplate prefab to be loaded into the scene
first. If there is no instance of this prefab in the scene it will automatically load it in for
you. The prefab MUST be sitting in the prefabs directory in order to locate it.
As you can see we have several "blocks" available for placement on the map. The coloured cubes on
the top row represent the destructible blocks that form the basis of the level.
The green, red and blue dragon prefabs on the second row represent the baby dragons that can be
placed in the scene.
The white concrete/brick on the second row represents a "static" block. That is, a block that cannot
be moved or destroyed in the scene.
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The last eraser object on the bottom row allows the user to remove individual blocks from the
scene, the Reset Grid button resets (removes) all the blocks in the grid and the Reset View button
resets the current view in front of the level grid itself.
Now, in order to start placing blocks in the level simply select the prefab of interest from the level
editor window then starting clicking on the level grid (question mark gizmos) in the scene view
window. Let's attempt to create a level similar to the one shown below:

Once you're happy with block placement and consider the level to be finished, hit play and let's test
it out!

NOTE: When designing levels the key is to arrange groups of blocks such that the order in
which the blocks are destroyed becomes important. Also, generally speaking, the larger
the groupings, the easier the level is to complete.

Once you're happy with block placement and consider the level to be finished, save the scene (Name
it Level10). Also, we're yet to add it to the build, so be sure to do this before compiling the game.

Adding the Level Button to the Main Screen
The last thing we need to do is add a “Level 10” button to the main menu so the player can access
our new level. So, make sure the current scene has been saved then go ahead and open the
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MainMenu scene. You should see the main screen along with all the existing level buttons and their
audio sources as shown below:

In order to create a 10th level button we can simply copy and paste the Level9 button and change the
required settings. So first select Level9 button (orange object in the top left of the screen) then copy
and paste it (Ctrl-c, ctrl-v). Drag the duplicate button to a location on the castle as shown below.
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Finally, in the Inspector window all we need to do is rename the object to Level10, Drag the Level10
material from the materials directory onto the Mesh Renderer component and change the level from
9 to 10 in the Level Btn script component. These changes are highlighted below:
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It's as simple as that! Now just save the scene, make sure it’s added to the build settings (as
previously described) then go ahead and test the level out!
Feel free to repeat the above process and create as many levels as you like! There are 5 more level
button textures and materials provided in the kit for you to use:
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Similarly, there are blank buttons also provided so that you may make create as many buttons as you
wish with your paint program of choice:

Extending the Level Editor with Your Own Prefabs
At some point you will probably want to substitute or add in your own prefabs and blocks. This is a
relatively simple process. So now let’s go through and demonstrate how this can be achieved.
First, let’s create a new level. Open the template scene – LevelTemplate.unity. Then select File ->
Save As and save this scene as CustomLevel.
Now we have an empty level let’s go about adding in a new type of dragon prefab. For the purposes
of this tutorial we’ve included a simple prefab named “DragonSubsitute” sitting under the
Models/DragonModel directory. Drag the model into the scene, somewhere away from the level
grid, and focus on it.

NOTE: You should use your own prefab in place of the sphere prefab here. Any custom
model you choose to use should only contain a mesh renderer, no rigid body
components or colliders should be included in the prefab itself.
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Next, let’s drag one of the existing dragon prefabs into the scene. Go to the Prefabs/Dragon Blocks
subdirectory and drag the YellowDragonBlock prefab into the scene, placing it next to the Sphere
object:

Now, drag the DragonSubstitute sphere object under the parent YellowDragonBlock object so that it
sits directly above the child object named YellowDragon (as shown below).
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Move the Sphere object in the scene to the same position as the sibling dragon object as shown
below.

Now, remove the dragon object so that the DragonSubstitute object is the only child object of its
parent (YellowDragonBlock):

Finally, rename the YellowDragonBlock object to DragonSubstituteBlock and drag the new prefab
into the DragonBlocks prefabs folder:

Be sure to remove the DragonSubstituteBlock object instance from the scene itself. Only the
LevelTemplate object should remain in the scene hierarchy.
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Now we have our new “Dragon” prefab we need to add it to our other prefabs in order to select and
place it via the level editor. So, first drag the current view so the LevelTemplate level grid is visible in
the viewport.

Next, in the scene hierarchy select the BlockPrefabs object as shown below:

Then, in the inspector, increase the Blocks array size by 1 and drag the DragonSubstituteBlock prefab
into the last spot in the array (shown below):
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And that’s it! We can now load up the level editor and start placing our new “Dragon” prefab in our
level!

NOTE: If you wish to use your new prefab in any other existing scene you will have to
systematically go through and add the new prefab to the block array of the level editor in
each scene. As such, it is suggested that when you start a new project you plan in
advance which objects will go into each scene in order to prevent having to go back and
update each level retrospectively.

Homework
Now we've covered the basics of the game framework and created our first level using the level
editor, it's time to tie up a few loose ends and look at ways of extending the game in its current
state.

What's Left?
The existing game works "out of the box" for the android platform so try compiling to and android
mobile device and start thinking of ways to extend the game to cater to this platform. There are
many devices with many different resolutions available so it might be a good idea to integrate a 3rd
party GUI library such as NGUI into the game in order to create a more capable interface.
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Extending the Current Game
There are many ways in which we could extend the game into a full-fledged and complete puzzle
game. Here are a few suggestions:
More levels - The obvious one. With the level editor at your fingertips why not strive to produce 30
levels over the next week. Or even more! Apps of this sort often have hundreds of levels available
to the player.
Bigger Levels - Currently the block grid can have a maximum of 9x9 (81) blocks. Consider extending
the level vertically. This would mean the level could hold a much larger number of blocks moving
vertically along the grid although the camera would need to move as the player progressed
downwards through the level in this case.
More Blocks - Consider adding different types of blocks that can be placed throughout the level.
Maybe blocks that can change colour? How about "super" blocks that destroy entire rows when
grouped with others of the same colour?
Adding cut scenes - Many games have cut scenes at the start of the game or in between levels in
order to link a story together. Consider creating one yourself.
Adding a level label - At the moment the player can see the score, but not the level number. Putting
an extra label showing level information would be a useful addition.
Timer - A timer that gives the player only limited time to finish the level is something else you could
consider adding in. Many games use this mechanism in order to challenge the player and create a
sense of urgency.
Extending the level editor - At the moment the level editor is quite simple (albeit powerful). Think
about what other options could come in handy within the level editor. For example, a button to
create entire random levels might be a nice addition.

NOTE: undoubtedly you will want to make changes to the existing assets. Make sure any
changes you do make are made to the prefabs where possible. This will make sure the
change you make will propagate throughout all levels containing the prefab.
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Bonus Level!
Congratulations on getting this far! As a treat we’ve included a bonus level. If you haven’t checked
it out already, go to the root DragonRescue3D folder and load up the level named
BonusFruitLevel.unity. This an additional level containing a set of fantastic “Juice Cubes” style fruit
prefabs free for you to use in your own projects. The level also serves as another example of how
you can incorporate your own models quickly and easily into your own scenes.

Thanks for reading this tutorial. We hope it's been helpful and you've learnt the ins and outs of the
Dragon Rescue 3D framework.
The associated scripts described in the tutorial are all fully documented and we have strived to make
them as easy to follow as possible. It is highly recommended that you go through each script and
follow the inline documentation in order to extend its current capabilities.
Happy gaming!
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